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 Durable 1 ½” tubular steel supports allow for the sturdiest BAGGAGE
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 Corrosion resistant rigid doubled wall polyethylene descending chute secCorrosion resistant rigid doubled wall polyethylene descending chute sections are lightweight and maintenance free
tions are lightweight and maintenance free
 The easiest and fastest BAGGAGE CHUTE to install saving labor time and
The easiest and fastest BAGGAGE CHUTE to install saving labor time and
costs while requiring no special tools to perform the entire installation
costs while requiring no special tools to perform the entire installation
 Available with or without an upper landing section to meet all customers’
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 PAGE, the originator of the BAGGAGE CHUTE, is the only company with
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The P6000 BAGGAGE CHUTE is the best and most advanced method for
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nel to carry items down the stairs. This safe and easy to use method,
which is used thousands of times a day, is now available from the world
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leader, PAGE, with a lightweight and maintenance-free modern solution.
leader, PAGE, with a lightweight and maintenance-free modern solution.
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